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ABSTRACT 

The rapid advancement of technologies has opened wide array of possibilities for us. Once 

engineering, which was limited to machines and other related abiotic segments, has seen some 

major developments and now we can modify or genetically engineer living organism. This new 

branch of science is referred to as Biotechnology as is generally defined as; “the utilization of 

science and development to living creatures, likewise parts, things and models thereof, to change 

living or non-living materials for the making of information, products, and ventures.” The 

developments and engineering are extensively time as well as labour oriented which leads to 

creation of an entirely new form of an organism. Just like any other case, with the novelty comes 

the risk of piracy and protection. It is for this reason that Intellectual Property Rights are 

integral to Biotechnology, for not only do they provide the requisite protection but also enables 

the creator to amass the credits he rightfully deserves. The paper tries to establish and clarify 

the deep lying relation between Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) and Biotechnology and the 

potentials that lie ahead. It discusses the various requisites and exceptions to patenting in 

Biotechnology and further analyses the existing legal frameworks around the world that govern 

this relationship. Further, it pitches these regulations against the Indian IPR System; and 

through a thorough analysis draws a conclusion suggesting the future course of further 

developments in this field.  

Keywords: Intellectual Property, Biotechnology, Patent, Organisms. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Biotechnology is ordinarily portrayed as; 

“the utilization of science and development to living creatures, likewise parts, things and 

models thereof, to change living or non-living materials for the making of information, 

products, and ventures.”1 

This definition is purposely expansive and covers all cutting-edge biotechnology, in addition to 

numerous other conventional or marginal exercises. Taken all together, these activities have a 

spot with what is typically called ‘Life Sciences’. Biotechnology is the place advancement 

pushes rapidly, anyway returns on theories may be moderate. Thusly, it is huge for open 

investigation, affiliations, and dares to guarantee the improvement that they produce with 

Intellectual Property Rights (IPR), which gives a reason to pace of gainfulness in inventive work, 

by permitting controlled framework of rights for a particular time period to their owners.  

Biotechnology is normally partitioned into three divisions2 that may cover, in particular:  

a) HumanBiotechnology or Red Biotechnology: This type plays a significant role in 

tranquilize revelation (insulin, erythropoietin, and so forth); and today is improving 

results for patients and tending to neglect clinical requirements for what’s to come. 

b) Agribusiness Biotechnology or Green Biotechnology: This regime is utilized to 

enhance plants; to improve their protection from malady, capacity to bear herbicides or 

troublesome conditions, or to accomplish better returns with less resources (water, 

composts, and so on). 

c) Mechanical Biotechnology or White Biotechnology:This area of Biotechnology 

addresses the “third wave” in-biotechnology, since it follows progression in the 
 

1OECD, Report: A Framework for Biotechnology Statistics (OECD Secretariat, 2005). 
2European Commission, Report: Intellectual property in Biotechnology (IPR Helpdesk, 2014). 
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prosperity and green locales; this division consolidates the utilization of 

biotechnologybased gadgets to conventional modern procedures (bio-handling) and the 

assembling of bio-based items (bio-fills, bio-plastics and bio-based synthetics). In this 

development synthetic substances or possibly littler scope living creatures, for instance, 

parasites, yeast, tiny life forms (furthermore suggested as ‘biocatalysts’), are used to 

make center and conclusive outcomes even more gainfully, by decreasing natural 

impacts on procedures, as well as empowering them for making of new items from 

inexhaustible assets. 

On a fundamental level, the outcomes produced by the examination action of these various areas 

can be secured by IPR. Along these lines all on-screen characters engaged with a biotechnology-

based industry ought to have a fundamental comprehension of the various kinds of Intellectual 

Property (IP) and related rights allowed by the framework. 

THE AMALGAMATION OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS AND 

BIOTECHNOLOGY 

Protected Innovation (IP) is integral to the Biotechnology; as one carries the otherforward in a 

measured way; encouraging cooperative action, regardless of whether it is a 

medicationrevelation or clinical or showcase related preliminaries. Basically, synergistic action 

is the cooperative energy between capacity to give conditions to investigate, clinical 

preliminaries and improvement, innovative lead, and capital accessibility. The fruitful 

interpretation of these cooperative energies into industrially practical applications and attractive 

items fundamentally relies upon the similarity of guidelines that manage the enlistment and 

security of scholarly property, originating from the collaborative process.3 Affordability and 

accessibility to the products of biotechnology are also the two key factors central to the 

advancement of this sector. Arrangements that cultivate harmony between continuing 

development and encouraging innovation dissemination has been tended to with significant 

 
3 OECD, supra note 1. 
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advancement as far as to help for R&D, human resource generation, and infrastructure 

development. 

Over the previous decade, India has demonstrated greatness in logical execution as proved by the 

number and nature of recognitions made every year in universal diaries. Our mechanical and 

business execution is low; as listed by the number of licenses given per unit for the venture made 

in R&D. Understanding the potential and importance of the requirements of society, the 

Department of Biotechnology (DBT) has stressed the advancement of all features of IPR with a 

connection to Biotechnology. 

 

PATENT LAWSVIS-À-VIS BIOTECHNOLOGY: DEMARCATING THE 

RELATIONSHIP 

Biotechnology and Patent Laws are not of late source; they have been available in public for 

quite a while. However, they became associated in recent years. This association became 

possible when biotechnology started creating commercial possibilities. Biotechnology, once 

primarily concerned with the academic field, has been transformed into the commercial industry 

with immense commercial potential. Recent Biotechnological advances have presented 

unprecedented challenges before the existing patent laws, which have been slow to respond to 

technological challenges thus far.4 

The patent is an award of selective rights temporarily given regarding helpful creation. The 

specific prerequisites for the award of a patent are the extent of assurance it gives, and its term 

contrast relying upon national enactment. In any case, by and large, the creation must be of a 

patentable topic, novel (new), non-self-evident (imaginative), of mechanical application, and 

adequately uncovered. A patent will give a wide scope of lawful rights, including the option to 

have, use, move by deal or blessing, and to reject others from comparable rights. The term will 

be for around 20 years (even though for just 17 years in the USA). These rights are commonly 
 

4B. Groombridge (ed.), Global biodiversity: Status of the Earth's Living Resources 495-499 (Chapman and Hall, 
London, 1992). 
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confined to a nation allowing the patent; and along these lines, if a designer wishing to ensure 

his/her innovation to be patented in various nations, then he should look for isolated licenses in 

every one of those nations. While most nations give some type of patent assurance, just a couple 

give patent security to biotechnology (these include: Australia, Bulgaria, Canada, 

Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Romania, Japan, the Soviet Union, and the parties to the European 

Patent Convention). The explanations behind this may contrast, however by the large it has been 

on the grounds that biotechnology has been improper for patent insurance, either in light of the 

fact that the framework was initially intended for mechanical inventions, or for technical or 

practical reasons, or for one or more ethical, religious or social concerns. In all the National 

Patent Offices where licenses are conceded for Biotechnology, there is a significant build-up of 

pending applications. Indeed, even in those nations where patent insurance is given, the sort and 

degree of that assurance are distinctive in almost every national framework.  

It has generally been the USA which has kicked off something new in giving the chance of 

patent security for “anything under the sun that is made by man”. Licenses have been allowed for 

plants since 1930 in the USA, under The Plant Patent Act5. In any case, before 1980, the US 

Patent Office would not concede utility licenses (separate from The Plant Patent Act) living issue 

since it considered results of nature not to be inside the conditions of the utility patent rule. That 

was until the milestone choice of the US Supreme Court in Diamond v. Chakrabarty6, which 

held that a specific hereditarily built bacterium was a legal topic for a utility patent. This choice 

has been the premise whereupon licenses have been allowed for higher living things. In this way, 

it has been held that a utility patent might be conceded for plants and a patent has been allowed 

for a creature. Polyploidy clams, not normally happening, were held to be the patentable topic 

and US Patent No. 3,736,866 was given in regard of a ‘transgenic nonhuman warm-blooded 

animal the entirety of whose germ cells and somatic cells contain a recombinant activated 

ontogeny sequence introduced into the said mammal, or an ancestor of said animal, at an 

embryonic stage’ popularly known as the ‘onco-mouse’. 

 
5Plant Patent Act, 1930 (35 U.S.C. 161) (USA). 
6Diamond v. Chakrabarty, 447 U.S. 303 (1980). 
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Biotechnology is turning out to be increasingly harder and is currently debilitating; There are 

currently two main systems of protection for Biotechnology: Rights in Plant Varieties, and 

Patents; and the major type of Patents are elucidated underneath;7 

i. Plant Patenting  

A plant patent is allowed by the United States Government to a creator (or the innovator's 

beneficiaries or doles out) who has designed or found and agamically (asexually) imitated 

an unmistakable and new assortment of plant, other than a tuber proliferated plant or a 

plant found in an uncultivated state. The award, which goes on for a long time from the 

date of documenting the application, ensures the patent proprietor's entitlement to reject 

others from agamically duplicating the plant, and from utilizing, offering available to be 

purchased, or selling the plant so recreated, or any of its parts, all through the United 

States, or from bringing in the plant so repeated, or any part thereof, into the United States. 

ii. Utility Patenting 

Plants can likewise be secured utilizing a normal (utility) patent in nations that license 

protecting of plant or higher living things (HLFs). This is an increasingly normal technique 

for securing entire novel plants, plant qualities, strategies for making novel plants and 

novel applications for a current plant.8The extent of assurance offered by a utility patent is 

more extensive than that accessible under plant assortment security. As noted over, a 

rancher sparing and replanting seed, and a reproducer creating another assortment, can do 

as such without encroaching a plant assortment endorsement. Be that as it may, if an utility 

patent, the patent proprietor, ensures the plant or licensee has the option to bar the creation, 

utilizing or selling of the plant or seed, making a client purchase seed each year. 

iii. Gene Patenting 

Although licenses have been allowed on nucleotide successions for 30 years, there has 

been a lot of ongoing debate encompassing the protecting of qualities. Genome sequencing 

 
7B. Groombridge (ed.), supra note 4. 
8 Parul Kumar, “Intellectual Property Rights and Biotechnology: An Overview”, available at: 
https://www.biologydiscussion.com/biotechnology/intellectual-property-rights/intellectual-property-rights-and-
biotechnology-an-overview/11921 (Visited on June 28, 2020). 
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activities combined with improved strategies for distinguishing and sequencing qualities 

has brought about an exponential increment in the quantity of quality licenses in the most 

recent decade. Subsequently, the dark universe of quality protecting is currently being 

investigated intently in a wide range of segments, not least because the impact of these 

licenses is felt in regular day to day existence, particularly human services. For instance, in 

Europe, an European Parliament goals with respect to the protecting of BRCA 1 and 

BRCA 2 (bosom malignant growth related) qualities was passed approaching the EPO 

(European Patent Office) to guarantee that every single patent application in Europe don't 

abuse the standard of non-patentability of people, their qualities or cells in their regular 

habitat. The goals distinguished two European licenses identified with BRCA 1 and BRCA 

2 and asked that an official protest be documented against these licenses. The significance 

of protected innovation in India is entrenched at all levels-legal, authoritative, and legal. 

India endorsed the setting up the World Trade Organization (WTO).9 

 

 

PATENTING OF LIFE FORMS ANDGENETICALLY MODIFIED ORGANISMS 

(GMOS) 

Life structures, for example; microorganisms, plants, and creatures, are not patentable in India 

under the arrangements Indian Patent Act, 1970 10 . In America, Europe and other nations, 

microorganisms secluded from nature or are gotten by basic controls are not patentable; but 

microorganisms acquired by novel strategies like hereditary designing are patentable. The patent 

of GMOs (Genetically Modified Organisms) was permitted by US Supreme Court in 1980 as 

portrayed in utility patent. A ‘maize plant’ over delivering tryptophan amino corrosive was 

licensed in USA in 1985. This was start of patent of high life forms for protecting the. For 

creatures, a patent was allowed in 1988 for ‘onco-mouse’, a hereditarily altered mouse in USA.  

 
9Ibid. 
10 Indian Patent Act, 1970 (Act 39 of 1970). 
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In USA, non-normally happening non-human multi-cell creatures are presently viewed as 

patentable by US Patent and Trademark office. This obviously prohibits people and human parts. 

There is long discussion about protecting of living things including GMO and a few associations 

and strict gatherings are restricting the patent of these living things. 

BIOTECHNOLOGY AND INTERNATIONAL PATENT REGIME: 

DIFFERENTIATION V. HARMONIZATION 

Global patent system faces an extraordinary test to adapt up to the new biotechnological propels. 

The global patent system battles to give successful patent security to biotechnology 

developments (particularly hereditary creations). The TRIPS Agreement sets least measures for 

the party countries to follow while allowing patents; in any case, it leaves possible holes and 

vulnerabilities with respect to the extent of various terms, forexample; development, 

microorganisms, microbiological forms and basically natural procedures. These holes and 

vulnerabilities influence creating nations genuinely given their generally moderate pace of 

logical and mechanical turn of events.11 The innovation unbiased character of TRIPS doesn't 

permit exceptional treatment to biotechnology creations. Universal patent system is the 

consequence of the endeavors made by part countries to blend the patent laws and give a uniform 

arrangement of gauges for the world. Notwithstanding, with regards to biotechnology licenses, 

the dissimilarity in patent practices among part countries makes it hard to give a uniform 

standard to the entire world.12 Besides, there is a political partition among created and creating 

nations as created nations push for extending the extent of patent qualified topic limit by killing 

the special cases from the content of TRIPS while creating nations are against this methodology. 

In the biotechnological setting, making a solitary arrangement of protecting rules for the whole 

world has demonstrated extremely hard to accomplish given the discussion over issues, for 

example; licensing plants and creatures. Both consistency and assorted variety have potential and 

traps, and the pertinent inquiry is how much between jurisdictional decent variety and rivalry 

ought to be relinquished to accomplish worldwide consistency.  

 
11Patricia Loughlan, “Patents: Breaking into the Loop” 20 Sydney Law Review 513 (1998). 
12Rajendra K. Bera, “Harmonization of Patent Laws” 96 Current Science 457 (2009). 
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Plainly jurisdictional decent variety exists among the USA, Canada, European Union (EU) and 

India regarding biotechnology patents. They have distinctive patent ways to deal with the 

biotechnology innovations as per their relative social, financial, and political conditions. This is 

in the line of regional nature of licenses as ‘the organization of a patent system is an issue for 

national sway and the specific substance and setup of rules in such a system is an issue for the 

laws of every country state.’ Therefore, countries vary in the extension and inclusion of patent 

assurance to biotechnological creations. Indeed, even in countries, which have comparative 

patent laws, courts contrast essentially in their understanding of those laws? Under the 

territoriality rule;‘a similar arrangement of realities in a patent debate can prompt clashing 

decisions and hopeless results when arbitrated in various nations.’ The regional idea of patents 

made vulnerability with respect to the award of patents to the expected patent candidates and 

prosecutors. Further, it raised the expense of getting, securing, and implementing licenses in 

various countries. These insufficiencies in the territoriality standard prompted the 

internationalization of patent framework.13 

 

DIFFERENTIATION VIS-À-VIS HARMONIZATION: INTERNATIONAL 

IMPLICATIONS AND OPPORTUNITIES 

Harmonization procedure ought to have a careful methodology due to various variables including 

difficulties presented by new advances. The practicality, expenses and advantages of a further 

harmonization ought to be pronounced from a monetary just as legitimate point of view. Be that 

as it may, there is deficiency of financial investigations on the said topic.14 Further, there is no 

noteworthy proof in the kindness of the contention that licenses produce advancement and the 

part states ought to receive considerably similar guidelines of patent security, regardless of their 

degree of development. 15  An ongoing report by the World Bank mirrors that the patent 

 
13Kshitij Kumar Singh, Biotechnology and Intellectual Property Rights 111-113 (Springer, New Delhi, 2015) 
14Carlos M. Correa, “Internationalisation of the Patent System and New Technologies” 20 Wisconsin International 
Law Journal 523 (2001). 
15Carlos M. Correa, supra note 13; See also: World Bank, Report: Global Economic Prospects and the Developing 
Countries 2002, at 129 (2001). 
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framework forces significant expenses for creating nations in light of various elements viz. 

authoritative costs, significant expenses associated with key mechanical sources of info, 

significant expenses of drugs and so forth., while ‘long haul benefits appear to be questionable 

and exorbitant to accomplish in numerous countries, especially for the least fortunate 

countries.’16 The said report reasons that ‘one size doesn't fit all’ and those nations ought to be 

left with the adaptability to adjust the degrees of licensed innovation security as their economies 

develop. It further contends that it ought to be perceived that creating nations need to have 

settled for what is most convenient option thantheir created partners. Outings gives such 

adaptability in numerous territories and it becomes appropriate that creating nations ought to be 

managed the chance to work at as far as possible on the off chance that it is to their greatest 

advantage to do so.17 Harmonization of patent laws is noteworthy and testing in the field of new 

innovations, for example;biotechnology. In spite of the way that that the distinction concerning 

the protecting of organic material has been altogether limited by the Trilateral Agreement 

between the USA, EU and Japan, divergences despite everything exist with respect to the 

treatment of biotechnology inventions. There is a lot of uniqueness in the patent methodologies 

of created and creating nations as not many of the last have unequivocally prohibited the 

patentability of existing natural materials, except if they are hereditarily altered.18 Under such 

patent plan, the patent law rejects certain biotechnology-based items from patentability while 

permitting licenses for the procedure used to acquire the biotechnology-based item. Moreover, 

not many of the creating nations consider the patentability of any life structure as basically 

despite essential moral qualities and wish to stay liberated from such protection.19 

PATENT AND BIOTECHNOLOGY: A STUDY OF INTERNATIONAL SCENARIO 

Even though the base principles set out in global understandings got a type of consistency patent 

laws among part nations, in any case, the patent acts of these nations change essentially. This is 

 
16Ibid. 
17Carlos M. Correa, supra note 13;See also:World Bank, Report: Global Economic Prospects and the Developing 
Countries 2002, at 147(2001). 
18Ibid. 
19Ibid.;See also:TRIPS Agreement, Art. 27(3)(b). 
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on the grounds that the understandings give impressive tact to part nations in choosing how they 

decide to execute and work their individual patent frameworks on top of their separate needs.20 

The USA considers a lot more extensive scope of the area,for example; programming, business 

techniques and strategies for clinical treatment to be patentable when contrasted with Europe and 

Canada.21 European patent law incorporates, for instance, an ‘order open and profound quality 

clause’ 22  in its enactment that permits the European Patent Office (EPO) to prohibit 

biotechnology licenses for developments, the commercialization of which abuses central good 

standards in Europe.23 This provision has been deciphered to forestall the protecting of human 

early stage undifferentiated cells by the EPO. 24  Indian patent law likewise contains a 

comparative open request and ethical quality clause.25 However, Canadian and US law don't 

contain such condition, which gives them comparative watchfulness to avoid licenses based on 

open request and morality.26 Patenting of entire creatures and plants is another exemplary case of 

the inconsistencies that exist between in any case comparable wards. These distinctions are 

express in the protecting of the Harvard College's hereditarily changed onco-mouse, which got 

various medicines in the USA, Canada, and Europe. Further, three primary patentability rules—

oddity, non-conspicuousness and utility—are applied pretty much inflexibly by various patent 

offices. 27  In request to comprehend the shared characteristics and contrasts in patent 

methodologies of various nations with respect to biotechnology developments, a near report is 

appropriate. In such manner, the current investigation centers on the patent methodologies of the 

USA, European Union, andCanada. 

USA: THE PRODUCT OF NATURE DOCTRINE 

 
20E. Richard Gold and Bartha Maria Knoppers (eds.), Biotechnology IP & Ethics 20-21 (Lexis Nexis, Canada, 
2009). 
21Ibid. 
22 European Patent Convention, 1973;See:Sec. 53(a). 
23E. Richard Gold and Bartha Maria Knoppers (eds.), supra note 20, at 22. 
24Ibid. 
25Indian Patent Act, 1970 (Act 39 of 1970); See:Sec. 3(b). 
26E. Richard Gold and Bartha Maria Knoppers(eds.), supra note 20, at 22. 
27Id. at 25. 
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At first, it has received moderately liberal methodology while managing biotechnology licenses 

yet at the appointed time of time it has built up its patent laws to decently manage the biotech 

challenges and the maltreatment of patent framework in a developed manner. It has in this way 

spearheaded both the commercialization of biotechnology applications and items and the 

improvement of patent law to secure them.28  The power to allow patent is given under the 

constitution of the USA. Congress is approved ‘to advance the Progress of Science and helpful 

Arts, by making sure about for constrained Times to Authors and Inventors the selective Right to 

their separate Writings and Discoveries’.29 The fundamental necessity for getting a patent is gone 

ahead in Sections 101, 102, 103 and 112 of the Patent Act of 1952.30 Area 101 recommends the 

model for patentable topic as: Whoever imagines or finds any new and valuable procedure, 

machine, production, or synthesis of issue, or any new and helpful improvement thereof, may get 

a patent along these lines, subject to the conditions and prerequisites of this title. 

Hints of Biotechnology Patents in the USA Before 1980: Product of Nature Doctrine to Exclude 

Life Forms from Patenting in the USA, licensing living things was dubious until 1980. 

Biotechnology items and procedures were blocked from protecting and considered as result of 

nature. The result of nature precept infers that living beings or substances that happen in nature 

can't be considered as developments and are accordingly not patentable. 31  Very barely any 

licenses were given on ‘blends or exacerbates that remembered microorganisms for altered 

form’.32 It was just Pasteur's yeast culture item patent that only shrouded living organisms.33 In 

1873, Louis Pasteur was allowed a patent by the USPTO, guaranteeing ‘yeast liberated from 

natural germs of infection, as an article of manufacture’.34 Nevertheless, since the 1880s USPTO 

obviously prohibited the protecting on any further living things by applying result of nature 

 
28Graham Dutfield, Intellectual Property Rights and the Life Science Industries- Past, Present and Future194-196 
(World Scientific Co. Pte. Ltd, Singapore, 2009) 
29 U.S. Constitution;See: Art. 1(8). 
30Patent Act, 1952 (35 U.S.C.) (USA); See: Sec. 101, 102, 103 & 112. 
31Graham Dutfield, supra note 29, at 195. 
32Ibid. 
33Id. at 196. 
34Matthew Rimmer, Intellectual Property and Biotechnology: Biological Inventions 24 (Edward Elgar Publishing, 
United Kingdom, 2008) 
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doctrine.35 The patent lawyer, Grubb, properly referenced: In the USA, disregarding the point of 

reference of the Pasteur patent, it has become practice of the Patent Office to deny cases to living 

frameworks as not being patentable. 

EUROPEAN UNION: ANALYZING THE LENIENT EUROPEAN PATENT 

CONVENTION 

Convention on the Unification of Certain Points of Substantive Law for Invention the hints of 

administrative reaction to biotechnology developments return to the mid-1960s when 1963 

Convention on the Unification of Certain Points of Substantive Law for Invention was embraced. 

This show has two primary destinations: first, to give industry a more prominent level of 

sureness about whether it could make sure about security for some random development on an 

expansive geological premise; and second, to add to the production of a global patent.36 The 

reception of the said show was a fruitful occasion as the European Convention 1973 and 

exchange related parts of licensed innovation rights (TRIPS) contain numerous arrangements 

from it.37 The European Patent Convention (EPC) in 1973, at a strategic gathering in Munich, the 

European Patent Convention (EPC) was embraced. The EPC permits a solitary patent application 

to be documented and analyzed with the European Patent Office (EPO). In view of the 

assessment, the EPO awards or rejects a patent. When a patent is allowed through the EPO, it is 

nationalized in singular nations assigned by the candidate. The implementation of the said patent 

in every individual nation is represented by their separate national laws. Here, all things 

considered, a patent is nullified in one nation however implemented in another nation. This 

brings uniqueness and non-consistency in patent practices among various part nations. 

Nonetheless, the EU sets least guidelines for patent security by giving mandates that part states 

must actualize into their national law.38 The EPO has an intrigue framework comprising of 

 
35Graham Dutfield, supra note 29, at 196. 
36Graham Dutfield, supra note 29, at 202. 
37Id., at 203. 
38Erin Bryan, "Gene Protection: How Much is too much? Comparing the Scope of Patent Protection for Gene 
Sequences Between the United States and Germany" 9 Journal of High Technology Law 52 (2009). 
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different boards, the most significant being the Enlarged Board of Appeal. While their decisions 

are not lawfully official, national courts tend willfully to acknowledge their authority.39 

CANADA: THE MODERATELY PROHIBITIVE METHODOLOGY OF LICENSING 

Canada has embraced a moderately prohibitive methodology viewing biotechnology licenses 

when contrasted with the USA and Europe. Canada keeps up a differentiation among higher and 

lower living things, allowing licenses just to last mentioned. Nonetheless, this methodology 

seems, by all accounts, to be relaxed lately. In Canada, two well-known Supreme Court choices 

have explained the situation of licensing higher living things; the Harvard College v. Canada 

(Commissioner of Patents)40 and Monsanto Canada Inc. v.Schemieser41 choices. The two cases 

included licenses covering creatures and plants, individually, which had been adjusted by 

counterfeit hereditary control. The Monsanto choice has given in any event a small portion of 

patent assurance to ‘higher life forms’.42 The methodology of Canada regarding licensing of 

biotechnology innovations has been similarly affected by both, the USA and Europe. This is on 

the grounds that Canada doesn't have clear rules overseeing patentability prerequisites in the 

field of biotechnology when contrasted with the USA and Europe. Further, there is restricted 

case law on biotechnology licenses. Due to the previously mentioned reasons, Canadian patent 

office is impacted by the patent acts of the USA and European patent workplaces. Canadian 

courts have regularly eluded US case law and practice to direct the advancement of Canadian 

Patent Law.43 Canada's prohibitive methodology towards licensing of higher living things echoes 

the persevering restriction against HarvardOnco-mouse patent in Europe. In Canada, despite 

absence of clear rules and restricted case law with respect to licensing of biotechnological 

creations, the issue of biotechnology protecting has been truly discussed and examined in the 

residential circle. This brought about the foundation of the Canadian Biotechnology Advisory 

Committee (CBAC) in November 2001 to give the administration of Canada counsel on 
 

39Graham Dutfield, supra note 29, at 204-205. 
40Harvard College v. Canada (Commissioner of Patents), 2002 SCC 76, [2002] 4 S.C.R. 45.  
41Monsanto Canada Inc. v.Schemieser, 2004 SCC 34, [2004] 1 S.C.R. 902. 
42Zahl Adrian, “Patenting of Higher Life Forms in Canada” 23 Biotechnology Law Report 556 (2004). 
43  Anita Nador, “The Patenting of Biotechnology in Canada”, available at: 
http://www.samedanltd.com/magazine/12/issue/44/article/1245(Visited on July 07, 2020).  
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significant arrangement issues relating to biotechnology.44 At the start of the conversation with 

respect to patentability of biotechnology innovations in Canada, it gets appropriate to illuminate 

legal necessity for protecting. 

INDIAN SCENARIO: ANALYZING THE LEGAL SYSTEM AND THE JUDICIAL 

VIEW 

The advanced methodology of the council and the vision statement on Biotechnology has been 

given by Department of Biotechnology (DBT) to give a framework and give indispensable going 

to different divisions to enliven the pace of progress of biotechnology in creating nations. This 

course of action further plans to chalk out the method of progress in divisions, for instance, 

cultivating and sustenance biotechnology, current biotechnology, remedial and restorative 

medication, definite biotechnology, bio-building, nanotechnology, clinical biotechnology, 

condition and protected innovation and, patent law, copyright law, trademark law, structure law 

and so forth.  

Permitting Biotechnology Inventions in India: Issues, Challenges and Prospects 

The Indian Patent Office (IPO) considers biotechnological improvements to be related to living 

components of trademark beginning stage, for instance, animals, individuals including parts 

thereof, living components of the phony beginning stage, for instance, little scope living things, 

vaccinations, transgenic animals and plants, natural materials, for instance, DNA, plasmids, 

characteristics, vector, tissues, cells, reproductions, structures relating to living components, 

structures identifying with natural material, techniques for treatment of human or animal body, 

normal structures or fundamentally natural methods. The goings with biotechnological 

improvements are not viewed as patentable under Section 3 of the Indian Patent (Amendment) 

Act 2005.45 

 
44Ibid. 
45The Patents (Amendment) Act, 2005 (Act 15 of 2005). 
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i. Living components of the trademark root, for instance, animals, plants, in whole or any 

parts thereof, plant arrangements, seeds, species, characteristics additionally, littler scope 

living creatures.  

ii. Any method of collecting or age relating to such living substances.  

iii. Any technique for treatment, for instance, helpful, cautious, restorative, prophylactic 

characteristic likewise, medicinal, of individuals or animals or then again various meds of 

practically identical nature.  

iv. Any living substance of phony start, for instance, transgenic animals and plants, or any part 

thereof.  

v. Natural materials, for instance, organs, tissues, cells, contaminations and right toward 

preparing them. Fundamentally normal methodology to produce plants and animals, for 

instance, a procedure for crossing point or recreating.  

CONCLUSION 

Commitments and Resources would gain a huge beginning in the ground of capable and amazing 

use of clinical utilization for the development of creating nations. The creating nation’s clinical 

industry will ensure that fundamental prescriptions at moderate expenses are open to the 

tremendous masses of this sub-landmass and moreover continue giving work for an enormous 

number of individuals.  

The basic course of guidance should be proposed to ensure that the as of late qualified 

medication expert has the essential data and aptitudes to start practicing handily in an 

arrangement of settings including system and crisis center medication store and the 

pharmaceutical business. Proceeding with skilled improvement should then be a sturdy 

commitment for each rehearsing medicine ace. The chance of National schools of medicine 

accumulates be set up to make and present a model educational program. Prescription specialists 

ought to get made sense of what to look like into drug the authorities and result checking. 

Prescription store calling should engineer the chance of drugstore practice at framework and 

emergency office quiet stores through sensible arranging and pay. Structures of Medicine into a 
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standard course of action of solution of things to look for broadly comprehensive human 

organizations plus, guaranteeing human organizations for all particularly for the government 

assistance of down and out people.  

India has traveled through the endeavor from a state of a hard and fast nonappearance of IP 

thoughtfulness regarding the current circumstance with the proactive journey for IP in the edge’s 

regions of development. Having discharged India's IT potential in the later past, the open door 

has now come to harness the enormous characteristics and energies of the countries in the 

Biotechnology Sector. Also, Intellectual Property delivered by the open part bethe assets that can 

be exchanged for private division asserted Intellectual Property or used as arranging concessions 

in advancement move dealings. Association between the private and open divisions in 

development improvement through sharing of capacity; additionally, Intellectual Property can 

surge advancement move and acquire on the different sides. 


